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michael a. singer's spiritual classicthe untethered soul: the journey beyond yourselfgave us a lucid and practical guide to living an awakened life. now, for those inspired by his books or new to his teachings, the untethered soul lecture series collection, volumes 5-8brings you into the
company of this beloved teacher as he suffuses new illumination into the life-changing insights shared in his written works. on the untethered soul at work, join best-selling author michael a. singer in a two-session audio program that addresses 10 common workplace challenges,

including finding satisfaction and fulfillment, the art of conscious communication, creativity and problem-solving, and more. singer helps listeners apply the essential lessons from his popular books in the everyday realities of work life. michael a. singer is a spiritual teacher and author of
two new york times bestsellers: the untethered soul and the surrender experiment. in 1975, he founded the yoga and meditation center known as temple of the universe. with the untethered soul: the journey beyond yourself, michael a. singer skillfully unfolds his insights from decades
of experience. as he guides the reader on a journey through the seven chakras, he reveals how suffering and negativity build like a self-perpetuating, destructive force, and how unconditional love and positive energy can destroy it, illuminating the source of self-sabotage and providing

tools to effortlessly change them. in a generous spirit, he shares many stories about his own journey, showing how grace can be cultivated and practiced.
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in this book, michael singer makes the soul’s journey of self-discovery accessible to
everyone, and explains the true nature of our soul’s journey. based on his own life’s
journey, michael singer’s wisdom is an empowering guide to living a deeper, more

authentic life and to your soul’s true nature. the truth about our true nature, and the true
nature of the soul’s journey is revealed in this book. its opening line is “we are not our
body,” and the book goes on to describe how the body is just a part of us. we are, as

michael singer says, "the human soul’s response to the world." as michael singer reveals,
as a response to our world, each of us is a particular and unique being. our bodies and
minds change over time, but our true nature remains constant. in this book, michael

singer makes the truth about the soul’s journey of self-discovery accessible to everyone,
and explains the true nature of our soul’s journey. the truth about our true nature, and

the truth about the soul’s journey is revealed in this book. its opening line is “we are not
our body,” and the book goes on to describe how the body is just a part of us. we are, as

michael singer says, “the human soul’s response to the world.” as michael singer
reveals, as a response to our world, each of us is a particular and unique being. our
bodies and minds change over time, but our true nature remains constant. our true

nature is a living being; a being that is seeking connection with the world around us and
with others. this being is defined by what michael singer calls our “matrix of being.” our
matrix of being is made up of our experiences in life. by experiencing love, we become

loving beings; by experiencing pain, we become suffering beings. this book describes the
journey from our suffering to our wholeness, and explains how our true nature is longing
to be free from suffering and connected to love. it also describes the role of our mind and

how it relates to our experience of reality. 5ec8ef588b
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